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Abstract:
Heat transfer by natural convection from a nonisothermal Trombe wall to a l/18th scale Trombe wall
type solar house has been experimentally studied. The two sides of the Trombe wall were maintained at
different temperatures to simulate the variety of convective boundary conditions that occur in a full
scale Trombe wall building. Three different Trombe wall positions were tested. The effects of
geometry and a nonisothermal factor on heat transfer, temperature distribution, and fluid flow patterns
have been observed. Dow Corning 20 cs fluid was utilized as the working fluid. The Rayleigh number
range, based on the enclosure height, was 2.5x108 to 6.00x109. From the heat transfer and temperature
distribution results, it was found that an aspect ratio of 24 in the Trombe wall space gave the highest
dimensionless temperature and heat transfer rate in the living space. 
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ABSTRACT

Heat transfer by natural c o n vection from a 
nonisothermal Trombe wall to a I/18th scale Trombe wall 
type solar house has been experimentally studied. The two 
sides of the Trombe wall were maintained at different 
temperatures to simulate the variety of convective boundary 
conditions that occur in a full scale Trombe wall building. 
Three different Trombe wall positions were tested. The 
effects of geometry and a nonisothermal factor on heat 
transfer, temperature distribution, and fluid flow patterns 
have been observed, Dow Corning 20 cs fluid was utilized 
as the working fluid. The Rayleigh number range, based on 
the enclosure height, was 2;5xl0° to 6.00x10. From the 
heat transfer and temperature distribution results, it was 
found that an aspect yatfo of 24 in the Trombe wall space 
gave the highest dimensionless temperature and heat 
transfer rate in the living space.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Solar energy is the most abundant, and cleanest form 

of energy available. Yet insufficient attention had been 

given to that fact before the energy crisis of 1974 
occurred. Among the methods of saving energy is the 

utilization of solar energy for space heating. The 'Trombe 

vail' solar house (illustrated in Figure I) is one solar 

heating design. The first Trombe vail solar house vas 

built and monitored in 1967 at Ode illo, France. After 

testing by Trombe, et. a I. <I>, it vas found that this

design could save betveen 6 0% to 70% of the heating load in 

the Mediterranean climate (Odeillo) and betveen 35% to 45% 

in less sunny climates (Meuse). Moreover, they also 

pointed out that the performance efficiency of the 'Trombe 
vail' solar house could be improved by properly utilizing 

basic heat transfer processes such as convection, 

conduction and radiation. Also the addition of special 

passive solar heating components, such as night insulation 

cover and vail fins, could provide better thermal control. 

There have been several experimental and theoretical 

studies rel event to the Trombe vail geometry concerning the 

improvement of Trombe vail performance. Half to full scale
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Figure I. Trombe wall solar heated house geometry
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test cells have been built and operated in Los Alamos, New 

Mexico and Butte, Montana. Although additional knowledge 

has been generated in this area, adequate information about 

the fluid velocity, temperature distribution, and heat 

transfer results of the Trombe wall solar house does not 

exist for input to and validation of computer codes.

The objective of this study is to experimentally 
obtain information concerning the natural convection heat 

transfer in passive solar heating within a Trombe wall 

geometry and to determine the optimum Trombe wall space and 

duct gap size. Moreover, since the Trombe wall in the 

present experiment is made nonioothermal, different values 

of. the non i s o t h e r m a I factor @ (0 = AT 2 /AT3 ) could cause a 
pronounced change in the results. Therefore, effects from 

the nonisotherma I factor were also obtained. In order to 

reach these goals, a l/18th scaled experimental model house 

and an inch thick aluminum Trombe wall were built as a test 

apparatus to obtain temperature.distributions, natural 

convection heat transfer rates, and steady state fluid 

flow patterns. The criterion for determining the optimum 

Trombe wall space is the bulk average temperature in the 

living space. The geometry that maximizes that temperature 

will be taken as optimum. Part of this experiment was 

completed by Lin <2> in 1982. He measured the natural 

convection heat transfer from an isothermal heated Trombe 

wall geometry with three different Trombe wall duct gap
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heights of I inch, 1/4 inch, and 0 inch. Dovr Corning 20 
centistoke(cs.) fluid vras utilized as the vrorking fluid in 

his experiment. The Prandtl Number (Pr) ranged from 125 

to 177 and Rayleigh number based on enclosure height (Rag) 
ranged from 6.0 x 10® to 1.5 x 10^. He determined that the 

2.54 cm duct gap case gave the highest heat transfer from 

the Trombe wall to the enclosure and the highest average 

living space temperature.

The same test facility as Lin's <2> was used in the 
present study, except a temperature difference was created 

between two sides of the Trombe wall to achieve a better 

similation of a solar heated mass wall. To determine the 

optimum Trombe wall location,, three different Trombe wall 

space widths L3 (1/4, 1/2, and I inch) were used with 

a I inch duct gap size. By using a 20 cs. fluid and

various temperature differences, the Rayleigh number based 

on the enclosure height and temperature difference between
g

the Trombe wall and enclosure walls varied from 2.5 x 10 

to 6.0 x 10®. The Prandtl number ranged from 178 to 226. 
The heat transfer results, temperature profiles, and steady 

state fluid flow patterns were obtained for each geometry, 

and comparisons were made for the purpose of determining 

the optimum value of the Trombe wall space width, Lg,

Figure 2 shows the Rayleigh number ranges for a full- 

scaled solar house, and the ranges available in this test 

facility. Since the full-scaled Rayleigh number range is
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larger than the range of this test facility with a 20 cs. 
fluid, the data obtained in the present study are not 

sufficient to model a full-scaled solar house completely. 

However, the results presented here should be very useful 

in providing a guideline for designing a Trombe wall type 
passive solar heated house and in planning future full- 

scaled experimental studies.

RANGE Fl FULL !SCALE R =0.7

(GE FOR 
3TH SCALE

I*

AIR B*0.7 20 C.S

IO C.S. Rs 123 RAf
IZI

29. R= 240 2 C S. I?=

IO1 I o ' 10“ 10" id 2 Rlh

Figure 2. Rayleigh number available in

the present apparatus
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW

Solar energy utilization is usually divided into 
passive solar energy systems and active solar energy 
systems. Generally speaking, the active solar energy 

systems are more complicated than passive systems. The 

active solar systems have separate solar collectors and 

thermal storage. Solar energy received by the collector and 

kept in the storage is then transported to a building by 
means of a circulating heat transport fluid. The passive 

solar energy, systems do not have separate collectors and 

storage or a fluid circulating system. Basically the 

passive systems are composed of two elements: A south 

facing exposure of clear material (glass or plastic) to 

allow solar energy into the building, and a mass of 

material to absorb and store thermal energy for later use. 

Solar energy received and stored in the mass is. then 

transported to the building by natural convection and 

radiation. Passive solar systems could be further 

classified into three different basic.types that are: (I) 

Direct gain, (2) Indirect gain, and (3) Isolated gain. The 

characteristic differences among these types are explained

as follows:
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1. Direct gain system: The living space is directly

heated by sunlight. The solar , collector, the heat 

storage, and distribution systems are all in one. 

This approach to solar heating is the simplest.

2. Indirect gain system: Solar heat flux first strikes a

thermal mass wall located behind glazing. The solar

collector and heat storage are the mass wall. Air 

is circulated from the south side of the wall to the 

living space by natural convection. A 'Trombe wall' 

house is a typical example of this type.

3. Isolated gain system: This is essentially the same

as an indirect system, except that no ducts are 

provided for air circulation to the living space.

A Trombe wall solar heated house is one of the 

passive, indirect gain systems. For this specific system, 

as stated above, the heat transported from the Trombe wall 

to the living space is by convection, radiation and 

conduction through the Trombe wall. Recently, F. Burman, 

et.al. <3> further pointed out that between these three 

heat transfer processes, the natural convection heat 

transfer could have a surprisingly large magnitude effect 

in passive solar heating systems relative to the othpr two. 

It seems implied that a good understanding of natural 

convection heat transfer processes within a rectangular 

enclosure is a necessary condition for a successful 

understanding and design of these systems. With this in
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mind, the following will review the papers concerning the 
natural convection heat transfer within a rectangular 
e n d  osure .

There are a series of papers that study the natural 
convection heat transfer within a rectangular enclosure.

G.K. Batchelor <4> was the first person to theoretically 

study the flow in a rectangular enclosure with two 

vertical walls maintained at different temperatures. He 
brought order to this problem by defining various flow 

regimes. These were the conduction regime, the laminar 

boundary layer regime, and. the transition regime. Several 

equations were proposed for heat transfer across the fluid 

layer for each regime. He concluded that the regime 

existing in the enclosure was dependent on the value of the 

Rayleigh number and on the geometry.

In 1960 Eckert and Carlson <5> experimentally studied 

natural convection heat transfer in the same geometry as 

Batchelor < 4 >, with air used as the working fluid medium. 

The flow regimes which Batchelor defined were confirmed 

here and correlations were developed for the local heat 

transfer coefficients for each of the two iso thermal walls 

of the enclosure. Detailed descriptions and photographs 
concerning these various flow regimes were also shown in 

their study.

In 1960 J.V7. Elder <6-7> studied laminar and turbulent 

free convection experimentally and numerically in a

I
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vertical slot in which the height of the cavity was made 
larger than the width. The flow was made visible by using 

aluminum powder suspended in the fluid. For both the 

laminar and turbulent cases, the fluid flow motion, 

temperature distribution and velocity profiles were, 

observed. Several photographs and sketches of the flow 

patterns were presented for different gap widths and 

Rayleigh numbers. The velocity profiles were plotted for 

the gap at various Rayleigh numbers.

S. Os t r a ch, e t. a I. <8 > set up an experiment to 

investigate the effect of stabilizing thermal gradients in 

natural convection, with a horizontal and a vertical 

temperature gradient imposed on the fluid. In order to 

trace the streamline, Pliolite plastic particles from 177p 

to 205p in diameter were mixed into the working fluid 

(Silicone oil) and streamline patterns were observed at 

steady state conditions for several different vertical to

horizontal Grashof number ratios (GrvZGrjl)* Velocity 
profiles were calculated from streamline data and 
extrapolated with approximate theoretical calculations. 

The conclusion of their experiment was that a stabilizing 

vertical gradient imposed on the fluid driven by a 

horizontal gradient would slow down the flow. This effect 

was more evident on low aspect ratios A (A=enclosure height 

divided by enclosure length) and higher Grashof number

range cases.
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A. Bar-Cohen e t. a I. <9> presented a study concerned 
with an experimental determination of a tentative 

correlation between Nusselt number (Nug) and Rayleigh 
number for turbulent natural convection flow in a 
rectangular enclosure. The parameters available for their 

apparatus were aspect ratios A (A=enclosure height divided 

by enclosure length) from 2 to 25 and Rayleigh numbers 

based on the enclosure height ranging from 5 x 10 * to 7 x 

Iq IOi The correlation suggested for a vertical enclosure 

was

Nuh = 0.075 RaH1/3 (H/S)1/4,
where H is the height of the enclosure and S is the length 

of the enclosure.

The same configuration problem as above was solved 

theoretically and experimentally by R.K. Macgregor, et. aI. 

<10>. Both isothermal and constant heat flux wall boundary 

conditions were applied to the problem. The effects of 

Grashof number Gr^, aspect ratio A» and Prandtl number Pr 
on heat transfer were determined. They concluded that when 

the Prandtl number was less than one, a significant 

separate Prandtl number effect existed. They also 

concluded that the net heat transfer was a strong function 
of aspect ratio when correlated using a Rayleigh number 

based on the width of the enclosure. It becomes .a weak 

function when the Rayleigh number was based on the height 

of the enclosure. They also reported that a constant heat
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flux boundary condition had a higher Nusselt number than an 
isothermal boundary condition.

The study of buoyancy-induced motion and heat transfer 

in a low-aspect ratio (0.0623) rectangular cavity was made 

by Adrian Bej an, et. al.<ll>. Water was used as the 

working fluid in their experiment and the Rayleigh number 

based on the height of the enclosure ranged from 2 x 10® to 

2 x 10®. They determined that, for this specific geometry, 

the transition from a parallel core structure to one 

dominated by intrusion layers was governed by the parameter 

Rajj^/^A, with R a g ^^A< I as a necessary condition for a 
parallel core flow. In addition, several temperature 

profiles within the enclosure were made for different 

Rayleigh numbers. From these profiles, they concluded that

the linearly stratified inner region thickened as the
\

Rayleigh number increasd at the expense of the two extreme 

intrusion layers which became thinner.

Another geometry which yields flow results applicable 

to the study of passive solar heating systems is the 

natural convection heat transfer in a rectangular enclosure 

with arbitrary tilt angles. Several experimental, 

numerical, and analytical studies covering a wide range of 

tilt angles, Rayleigh numbers, and aspect ratios were 

presented for this geometry.
K.R. Randall, et. al. <12> used interferometric 

techniques to determine the effect of Grashof number, tilt
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angle, and aspect ratio on both the local and average heat 

transfer coefficients. The Grashof number based on the 

length of the enclosure tested was between 4 x IO^ and 3.1 

i 10 ̂ , and the aspect ratios (enclosure height to length) 
varied from 9 to 36. Their results revealed that by 

increasing the tilt angle (from 45 to 90 degrees), the 

average heat transfer was reduced by about 18%. An 

empirical correlation was suggested for calculating the 

heat transfer coefficient.

N u l = 0.118 [GrL Pr Cos2 (^-45)I0*29 
where -Gr is the tilt angle from 45 to 90 degrees.

In their experiment, it was surprising that no significiant 

effects of aspect ratio on heat transfer could be found.

I. Cotton, et. a I. <13 > used the Galerkin method to 

theoretically investigate the natural convection heat 

transfer in an inclined rectangular region. The range of 
porametero they investigated were: Rayleigh number based on 

the height of the enclosure up to 2x10^, aspect ratio from

0.1 to 20, and tilt angles from -30 to +75 degrees. Their 

results indicated a pronounced aspect ratio dependency and 

a slight Prandt I number effect on the heat transfer when 

the fluid had large Prandtl numbers ( Pr>4.5).

A theoretical investigation of the flow behavior for 

natural convection in a tilted rectangular enclosure was 

performed by G.D. Raithby, et. a I. <14 >. A heat transfer 

correlation for inclination angles of 0 to 90 degrees was
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derived. They found that their results were in good 
agreement with the experimental data from previous studies. 
The correlation they gave for the heat transfer across a 

vertical layer is

Nu l= [1,0.75 C1 (RaL/A)1/4, 0.29 Ct (Rbl)173I aax
where C1 is the universal function of Pr. for laminar flow 

C1=0.50/(1+(0.49/Pr)®71^)47^» Ct is the universal function 
of Pr for turbulent flow Ct= [ 0.14 Pr®,®®4,0.15 ]m in*
It was found that heat transfer processes were insensitive 

to Prandtl numbers greater than 5. This independency of 

heat transfer on Prandtl number was in accordance with the 

result from I. Catton, et. al. <13>.

Heat transfer by natural convection in a low aspect 

ratio rectangular enclosure with inclined angles from 0 to 

180 degrees was studied theoretically and experimentally by

H. Ozoe, et. al. <15,16>. They reported that, the local 

maximum and minimum heat transfer rates were moderate 

functions.of aspect ratio and slight functions of Rayleigh 

number. When the Rayleigh number and aspect ratio were 

fixed, the heat transfer rate decreasd as the inclination 

angle decreasd. Their numerically computed results were 

checked with the experimental data of H. Ozoe, et. al. 

<16>, and this comparison did show the numerical 

predictions to be comparable to the experimental values.

S.J.M. Linthorst, et. al. <17> observed the natural 

convection flow characteristics for low aspect ratios. (A <
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I) and moderate aspect ratios (I < A < 7). Air was used as 

the working fluid and the Rayleigh number based.on the 

height of the enclosure ranged from 5 x IO^ to 2.5 x 10** . 
They determined the transition from stationary to 

nonstationary flow and the transition from two-dimensional 

flow to three-dimensional flow. In addition, the velocity 

"profile of the stationary flow was measured by means of a 

laser doppler anemometer.

The studies of natural convection heat transfer within 

a rectangular enclosure with or without tilt angle 

discussed above deal primarily with geometry configuations 

which do not typify Trombe wall type buildings. As a 

result, they are of limited application to practical solar 

heating systems. There have been several studies that are 

typical of practical building geometry configurations <18- 

24>, and discussions of these papers follow.

R.L. Casperson, et. a I . < I 8 > e x p e r i m e n t a l l y  

investigated the performance characteristic of a full-scale 

Trombe wall passive solar heating system. The facility 

they used allowed the space between the masonry wall and 

the glazing panel to be varied and the top and bottom duct 

gap size to be changed. These features are the same as 

the appartus of the present study. Unfortunately, no 

thermal circulation behavior or heat transfer results could 

be found in their paper.
F. Bauman, et. al. <3> designed a table-top size solar
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house model to measure the heat transfer phenomena within a 
single zone and two geometrically identical- zones. The 

parameters available for their design were: aspect ratio A 

= 0.5, 2.6 < Pr < 6.8, and 1.6 s 10®< Rag < 5.4 x 10*® . 
By applying the result from Raithby, et. a I. <14> (i.e. 

heat transfer processes are insensitive to Prandtl number 

for Pr > 5), they predicted that the Nusselt number 

measured in this experiment might not be accurate for air, 

but the general fluid behavior and parametric relationship 

could be expected to be similar. This important idea is 
very helpful for simulating the full-scaled solar house. 

A numerical analysis was carried out in their study by 

using a central difference scheme to cast the Nayier- 

Stohes equations into a finite difference form. The results 

proved successful in simulating the buoyancy driven flows 

in a rectangular enclosure for Rag < 10*®.
In order to reduce the total energy requirement of a 

passive solar heated house, the choice of appropriate 

passive solar heating parameters and the determination of 

the optimum values of these parameters are important. A 

computer simulation analysis of solar heated buildings was 

presented by J.D. Bal comb, et. 'al. <19>. They tested five 

different types of solar housing models. Each simulation 

model was run repeatedly varying one parameter at a time 

while holding the other parameters constant, and the 

effects of variations in various parameters were found.

IS
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The optimum values of the thermal coupling factor and the 
Tromhe wall thickness were suggested in this study. They 

also found that the wall thickness should he decreased with 

a decrease in the wall thermal conductivity. An 

experiment similiar to that of Balcomb was performed by B.
V,

Bil gen, et. al. < 20 >. They developed a mathematical method 

to estimate the optimum Trombe wall thickness of the 1967 

prototype solar house, and found that a 0.4 m thick wall 

gave a better result than a 0.6 m thick -wall which the 

prototypical solar house used. Two correlations were 

employed to calculate the heat transfer coefficients. The 

one used for the Trombe wall space was:

Nujg = 0.0018 GrjL^*
where Gr is calculated by using the temperature difference 

and the distance between the wall surface and the first 

glazing. Two correlations for the living space were:

Nujj = 0.59 Kaa0-25 IO4 < Bag < IO9
Nuh = 0.10 IUl0-33 IO9 < Bag < IO12

These equations are usually used for calculating

natural convection from a vertical plate or large cylinder 

to an infinite medium. Therefore, they only provided an 

approximate value for application to a rectangular 

e n d  osure .I .
1 The behavior of a full-scale thermal storage wall was 

studied by J.K.E Ortega, et. al. < 21> and F.V. Bobbins, 
et. al. < 22 >. Ottega, et. al. observed the behavior of a
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concrete Trombe wall covered with a highly conductive plate 

and connected with aluminum fins inside the Trombe wall. 

They concluded that increasing the total conductance would 

increase the energy stored in the wall and increase the 
energy released , from the back side, of the wall. The 

addition of a radiation coating on the front surface of the 

Trombe wall was also found to reduce the front loss, 

increase the stored energy, and increase the amount of 

energy transfer to the back surface. F„ V. Robbins, et. a I. 

<22> found that increasing the flow rate by a fan had the 
same effect as increasing the thermal conductivity of the 

storage wall. It lowers the temperature of the absorbing 

surface and raises the efficiency by reducing thermal 

losses through the ,covet system.

In order to compare the effeciency of the Trombe wall 

solar house and the direct gain solar house, William 0. 

Wray, et. al. <23> used Pasole and Sunspot thermal network 

codes to calculate the thermal performance. They concluded 

that with respect to thermal comfort, the Trombe wall 

appeared to be superior to the direct gain building due to 

its equivalent uniform temperature swing range being 

consistently smaller than the temperature, swing for direct 

gain buildings. The equivalent uniform temperature ( T )  

was defined as:

Teu = f T a + (1-f) Tmr
where f is a function of activity level, clothing
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insulatiom value, humidity and wind velocity. The f value 

varied from 0.48 to 0.68. T& Ig the air temperature and 
Tmr is the mean radiation temperature.

J.D. Balcomb, at. a I. < 2 4 > introduced two methods for 

predicting the annual solar heating performance of ,a 

passive solar heated building. Their prediction was based 
on the monthly value of solar radiation, heating degree 
days, and the thermal loss/thermal gain characteristics of 

the bull ding.

From the pr e:e e ding discussion of the available 

literature, it is surprising that there have been few 

studies addressing the general problem of natural 

convection heat transfer within a Trombe wall geometry. As 

a result, there is very little pertinent experimental data 

in the literature to which the present results can be 

compared. The only experimental data comparable to this 

study are the results from Lin <2>» and comparisons will be 

made and discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The experimental apparatus was designed for the 

purpose of simulating a Trombe wall type passive solar 

heated house. The testing facility consisted of four main 

parts: (I) A rectangular test cell with a surrounding 

water jacket, (2) an electrically heated Trombe wall, (3) a 

power supply system, and (4) a cooling water circulation 

system. The connection of these parts is shown in Figure 

3. The direction 'left' and 'right' in following 

discussions correspond with the same directions in Figure 

3. They also correspond to with the directions 'south' and 

'north', respectively, in the prototype house.

Rectangular Test Cell and Surrounding Water Jacke.t

The dimensions of the rectangular test cell were made 

1/18.th scale (30 cm in height, 46cm in length and 30 cm in 

depth) of a 17.9 ft x 27.1 ft x 17.9 ft house. This cell 

was fabricated from a 0.5 inch thick clear sheet of 

plexiglas, except the left hand side endwall which was made 

from 0.5 inch thick, 6066 type aluminum plate. This 

aluminum wall was for the purpose of simulating the energy 

loss from the Trombe -wall space through the double glazing 

window to the outside surroundings. In order to cool the
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test cell, rectangular water j a c.k ets were installed for 

each surface except the bottom surface. These water 

jackets were formed by the space between the test cell and 

a larger rectangular enclosure surrounding the four sides 

and bottom of the test cell. This arrangement provided 

four 3.81 cm rectangular channels around four sides of the 
test cell to circulate cooling water, and a bottom channel 

filled with fiberglas insulation material. The top water 

jacket was designed as a moveable shallow enclosure, which 

worked as a lid to the test cell and the outside enclosure. 

During operation, this water jacket was attached to the top 

by machine screws and wing nuts and also sealed with a 

rubber gasket to prevent leakage. To change the Trombe 

wall space, the top water jacket was removed and the Trombe 

wall could then be moved to a different position.

The Trombe Wal
A square one inch thick block with I x .1 x 10 inch 

duct gaps on the top and bottom was constructed to simulate 

the Trombe wall. This block was fabricated from two type 

6061 aluminum sheets and two plexiglas spacers. The 

dimension of the aluminum sheets were 11.90 inch square and 

0.19 inch thick. The two spacers were 0.31 inch thick, one 

inch wide along.the side and 1 / 2  inch wide along the top 

and bottom. The two,spacers between the two aluminum 

sheets provided a 0.62 inch x 9.91 inch x 10.9 inch
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space for the the heater tapes, thermocouple wires and 
insulation materials. The aluminum sheets and spacers were 

tightly fastened together by using high temperature 

silicione sealant and machine screws. Heater tape was 

adhered to the inner sides of the aIuminum sheets by using 

high temperature silicone sealant. Two 1/16 inch thick 

asbestos-rubber composition plates and a 1 / 2  inch thick 

styrofoam plate were placed in the interior of the Trombe 

wall. The asbestos-rubber plate was located between the 

heater tape and styroform plate to protect the styrofoam 
from melting. All of this was done to create a temperature 

difference between two sides of the wall to simulate a 

south facing solar heated mass wall.

Cooling Water System
The cooling water system consisted of a chiller, pump, 

filter and an insulated cooling water storage tank. The 

cooling water left the storage tank, passed through a 

filter and a supply manifold system, then was distributed 

to the water jackets. The water was drawn from the water 

jacket by a pump through a drain manifold system, sent 

through a chiller to cool down, and then returned to the 

storage tank for the nest circulation. The cooling water 

system is shown in Figure 3. The cooling water circulating 

system was operated continuously during the experiment, so 

that it could provide an approximately constant cool
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temperature of the test cell trails. The present apparatus 
was constructed with plexiglas and could not withstand 

cooling water pressures of more than about 6 psi. A 

regulator valve and a 48.67 inch high stand pipe were set 

between the drain manifold and the pump to guarantee that 

the cooling water pressure was within the safety range0

Power Supply System
The power supply system consisted of two 0-200 volt 20 

Amp continuous duty D.C. power supplies, a 16 channel shunt 

panel and two sets of ohmite variable power resistors (0 - 

35 ohms or 0-50 ohms, 150 Watts). Two D.C. power supplies 

were used for. supplying power separately to two individual 

sets of heater tape which were on the inner sides of the 

Trombe wall. Each set of heater tape consisted o'f five 
series connected heater tapes. Each individual heater tape 

had an ohmic variable resistor connected in parallel with 

it to adjust its power input. By proper control of these 

resistors, nearly isothermal conditions on each side of the 

Trombe wall could be achieved. The heater tape used here 

was of the thin foil-type (0.03 inch thick, 0.13 inch wide) 

with a maximum power output of 75.46 Watts/m. Voltage 

and current input to each heater tape was measured by two 

voltmeters. The connection of these voltmeters is shown in 

Figure 3 .

Temperature Measurement
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Surface temperature Beoourenents of the testing cell 

and Trombe trail were obtained from 47 calibrated copper- 

cons tantan thermocouples. Twenty of them were equally 

divided between the two inner sides of the Tronbe wall, the 

other 27 were distributed on the six sides of the testing 

cell. The heads of the thermocouples were embedded 0.03 

inch beneath the surface and were secured in place by using 

epoxy hardener glue. The ends of these thermocouples were 

first connected to a terminal board, then to two selectors 

(switches). The ends were immersed in an ice container to 

provide a zero degree Celsius reference temperature. The 

measurement of the temperature profiles in the test cell 

was made along a vertical middle plane which was 

perpendicular to the Tronbe wall. Four thermocouple probes 

were used to measure temperature in the Trombe wall space 

as well as in the duct gaps, their locations being 0.17 

inch, 4.0 inch, 8.0 inch, and 11.83 inch below the ceiling. 

Three probes were on the other side to measure the living 

space temperature profiles. Their locations were 1.0 inch, 

4.0 inch, and 9.0 inch below the ceiling. These 

thermocouple probes were fabricated from copper-constantan 

thermocouples, coated with magnesium oxide insulation 

inside a 0.13 inch diameter, type 304 stainless steel tube. 

The ends of these probes were sealed with epoxy to close 

the opening and prevent leaks. AlI thermocouple junctions 

wore of the exposed type. These probes were long enough to
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traverse all the way through the water jacket and the 
testing cell regardless of changes in the Trombe wall 

space. Four arrays of 0.15 inch diameter, 0-ring sealed 

holes were drilled along the vertical central line in the 

left end walls, and three on the right end wall. These 

holes were used to provide a leak-proof way for these 

probes to penetrate the enclosure surface and reach the 

test chamber.

Experimental Procedure
The experiment was started by measuring the Trombe 

wall thermal resistance. To do this, the Trombe wall was 

placed vertically in an insulated box constructed of 

twelve one inch thick styrofoam boards ( R = 5.27 

hr.ft^fF/Btu) and four 3 inch thick fiberglass boards (R=Il 
hr.ft^.°F/Btu). The insulation resistance was 54.54 

hr.ft^.F/Btu on the largest surface, 15.81 hr.ft^fF/Btu on 
the top and bottom, and 5.27 h r . f t 2 .°F / B t u along two sides. 

The Trombe wall was exposed on one side to the air with the 

other five sides insulated as described above. Power was 

then supplied unequally to each side of the Trombe wall. 

In the present experiment, power input to the insulated 

side of the Trombe wall was greater than or. equal to the 

exposed side of Trombe wall. Therefore, the insulated side 

wall temperature was always greater than or equal to the 

exposed side temperature. It took ten hours for this
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system to reach thermal equilibrium, and the following data 
were recorded at that time :

(1) Temperature on both sides of the Trombe wall.

(2) Heater tape voltage and current.
(3) Room temperature,

From these data, the Trombe wall thermal resistance (Rw ) 
was then calculated by this equation:

Rw = AT1ZtP - p Io s s) = AT1 ZQ1 (D
where AT1 i$ the temperature difference between two sides 
of the Trombe wall. P is the total power input to the 

insulated side of the Trombe wall. pIoss is the heat loss 
through the insulation to the cool surrounding.

The heat loss through the insulation was calculated as:

P1OSS - K A t (Tol - T r) + K Aedge(IToltT o 2 )Z1 - Tr) (2) 
the first term is for calculating the heat loss from the 

insulated face through the adjacient insulation and the 

second term is for calculating the heat loss from the side 

edges. K is.the conductivity of the insulation material. 

For each test case, this calculated ploss was about 3% to 

3.5 % of total power input (P).

A set of data were recorded for different Q 1 (BtuZhr) 

and AT 1 (*F ). These data were then curve fitted using a 

least squares method to find a correlation as:

Q 1 = 3.56618 (AT1 ) 1 ' 0 0 7 4 1  <3)
Figure 4 shows this correlation togther with the 

experimental data.
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4 . Heat transfer by conduction through theFigure

Trombe wall
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The temperature was measured by using thermocouples. 
The millivoltage readings from the thermocouples were 

converted to degrees Fahrenheit by the data reduction 

'-program listed in Appendix A. The power input was measured . 

by recording the heater tape voltage and current.

In order to minimize the error in the temperature 

data, all instruments were calibrated as part of the 

testing procedure. Comparison with an OMEGA type 2809 

Digital thermocouple revealed that the standard calibration 

was accurate, with a maximum error of about plus dr minus 

2.9 degrees F.

After the thermal resistance test, the Trombe wall was 

placed in the test cell at a desired location. It stood 

parallel to the aluminum end wall and perpendicular to the 

bottom of the enclosure. The existence of this wall in the 

test cell resulted in two partially separated spaces that 

are Trombe wall spa c e ( L.H.S space) and Living space 

(R.H.S space). The geometries of these spaces are shown in 

Figure I. When the Trombe wall space was set, the heater 

tape and thermocouple leads were introduced to the outside 

of the enclosure through two openings on the bottom surface 

of the test cell, then these openings and leads were sealed 

with silicone rubber caulk to prevent leakage. After these 

steps were completed, the top water jacket was installed. 

This final installation step would separate the test cell 

and water jackets into two completelly independent
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enclosures, (i.e. no flow or seepage occured between these 

two enclosures). AlI physical connections, such as cooling 

water plumbing, electrical power, and thermocouple leads, 

were made. Distilled water was then added at the top of 
the vertical stand pipe through the drain manifold system 

into the water jackets. Air bubbles in the water jackets 

were released through three aircocks, which were located on 

the top water jacket. A hollow tube, one end being 

inserted into the testing cell from the bottom of the 

enclosure and the other end connected with a test fluid ( 2 0  

cs. Silicone oil) container was used as the working fluid 

feed line. The container was placed on a shelf above the 

apparatus to fill the testing fluid via gravity flow. A 

vent valve was set on the top of the enclosure which passed 

through the top water jacket to release the air from the 

test cell. It was closed after the test cell was. filled.

Before the input of power to the Trombe wall, the 

cooling water system was operated for two days to cool down 

the storage tank water. During this period the cooling 

water flow rate in each water jacket was adjusted to 

approach an isothermal cold surrounding. Thermal stability 

for the whole system was reached 2 0  hours from the time 

power was first input to the Trombe wall. Upon reaching 

the condition of thermal stability, the following data were 

recorded for each run:
(I) Trombe wall surface temperatures.
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(2) Heater tapes voltages and currents.
(.3) Test cell surface temperatures.

(4) Position of the Trombe wall.

( 5 ) Run numb er .
The measurement of (I) and (2) were the same as 

previous experiments. Item (3), the inner surface 

temperature of the test cell was measured by 27 

thermocouples, (five in each side and the top surface and 

two in the bottom surface). The length of the Trombe wall 

space was measured from the aluminum end wall to the 

nearest side of the Trombe wall. Spaces of one-quarter 

inch, one-half inch, and one inch (0.63 cm, 1.27 cm, 2.54 

cm) were used for the present experiment.

The desired heat transfer results were generated from
!data provided in (I), (2), and (3). The calculation
Iprocedure was : j

®conv ®totaI ®cond “ ®rad -

Qr ad 8 th]e heat

where Q conv is the heat transfer by natural c dnv ej c t i on,
I 'Qtotal * 8 the total power input to the side of the Trombe

■ Iwall in question. Q cond is the heat loss from the jTrombe
wall edges to the cool surrounding.

■ •

transfer by radiation and Qj i 8 the heat transfer by
conduction through the Trombe wall. Since 2 0  c.s i

I
silicone fluid is opaque to radiation, the Qrad term, can be 
neglected in the calculation procedure. Then the equation 

becomes : I
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®conv ®total ®cond “
In the case of ATj=O* there is no conduction heat transfer 
through the Trombe wall, therefore :

^conv- ®totaI ~ ®cond ^^
To measure the conduction heat loss from the Trombe

wall edges  ̂ on d ̂ ' the Trombe wall was moved to the 
central position of the test cell. Then the test cell was 

filled with fiberglass and styroform boards to prevent heat 

loss by convection and radiation. The two side water 

jackets were also shut off to minimize the conduction heat 

loss from the insulation. In order to test the conduction

heat loss from each side of the Trombe wall, the power 

input was first made solely to the one side of the Trombe 

wall, then solely to the other side of the Trombe wall. In 

each c a s-e, the average temperature of the Trombe wall and 

cool surroundings were recorded. By using this temperature 
data and the one-dimensional, steady state conduction 

equation, the heat loss from the insulation could be 

calculated as

Qloss = <Twl-Tc>- A t/RL + (Twl-Tc) a V rR +
(Ta-T0) Ag/RD + (Tb-Tc) AgZR0  (7)

where R^ = 3 7.81 hr f t ̂ F/Btu is the L.H.S. insulation 
resistance. RR=35.81 hr ft2 F/Btu is the R.H.S. insulation 

resistance. Tfl = ( Twj+ Tw 2 >/2 is the average temperature 

of the Trombe wall. Ag =0.069 ft2 is the duct gap area. Tj, 
is the insulated bottom temperature. R0=S.27 hr ft2 °F/Btu
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is the duct gap insulation resistance. A t=144 in^ is the 
Trombe vail surface area.

After Q loss is known, then Q con<j could be calculated

^cond" P-~ Qloss ^
where P is the power input to the Trombe wall.

This measurement of Q COnd was used for both sides of 
the Trombe wall, and the obtained Qconil are then calculated 

as a function of DT ( DT=Twl-Tc for the L.H.S. Trombe wall 

heat loss test, DT=Tw 2 _Tc for the R.H.S. Trdmbe wall heat 
loss test). The correlation.for the conduction heat loss 

from the L.H.S. Trombe wall is:

Q l,cond = .3707(DT)-9986 (9)
The correlation for the conduction heat loss from the 

R.H.S. Trombe wall is:

Qr,cond = .3 2 4 9 (DT ) 1 • ° 3 7 8 (10)
Figure 5 shows these two correlations togther. with 

the experimental data.

After Q 1-Qtel' ^cond an<* ®1 ^or eacb side of the Trombe 
wall were known, the average heat transfer coefficients 

could be calculated as follows:

For the.L.H.S space (space adjacient to the south glazing 

in a Trombe wall house)

hI = <il,conv /<AT3 - At) (ID
For the R.H.S space (living space of a Trombe wall house)

- hr = Qr.conv/< A T 2 - A t) (1 2 )
where A t Is the gross heat transfer area of the Trombe



Figure 5. Heat transfer by conduction from the Trombe wall
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wall, A t= 144 ATg is the temperature difference
between the L.H.S. Trombe wall and cool surroundings. ' AT2  

jis the temperature difference between the R.H.S. Trombe 

wall and cool surroundings.

All the fluid properties were evaluated at the 

arithmetic, mean of the temperature of the Trombe wall and 

test cell, enclosure surfaces.

The temperature distribution within the test cell was 

measured by seven thermocouple probes. The measurement was 

made from the Trombe wall surface to the test cell surface 

by withdrawing the probe in small measured increments. At 

each increment the thermocouple millivoltage reading and. 

position along the traverse were recorded. These data were 

then converted to dimensionless profiles by the data 

reduction program.

The dimensionless temperature which ranged from zero 

to one was defined as

T“ = (Tl...!-?.)/*?.!-?.) <“ >
Dimeni ohless temperature was thus kept at unity on the 

L.H.S. of the Trombe wall and was varied from 0.512 to

1.027 on the other side.

The dimensionless length was defined as:

X 0 = X/L, Y6 = Y/H (14)

which ranged from O to I in magnitude. X is the local 

horizontal distance measured from the Trombe wall surface. 
Y is the vertical distance measure from , the top of the

1
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enclosure. The L value varied with the testing spaces, 
»

i.e. L = in the Trombe wall space, L = L 2 in the Living 
space, L = Lg in the top and bottom duct gap.

The fluid flow was made visible in a vertical central 
plane of the testing cell by miring small paint particles 

in the working fluid and then illuminating this plane. The 

illumination was from two 650 Watt lights, which were 

installed above the top water jacket. A 0.08 inch light 

source, slit was opened in the middle of the top water 

jacket to confine the light beam to the central plane. In 
order to avoid reflection disturbances, the inner sides of 

the test cell including the Trombe wall were painted flat 

black. The front wall was left clear so that flow 

observations and photographs could be made from this side.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCOSSION OF RESULTS

For clarity this chapter is presented in three 
sections, the heat transfer results, the temperature 

distributions, and the fluid flow visualizations. All 

Rayleigh numbers and Nusselt numbers employed in this 

chapter are based upon enclosure height (H) as the

characteristic length. The fluid properties, being 

temperature dependent, are evaluated at the film 

temperatures ( T^ ), which are defined as

V =  (Tw2 + Tc)/ 2 (15)
in the living space, and

Tf =. (Twl + Tc)/ 2 (16)
in the Trombe wall space.

In each section, the effects of geometry (i.e.

different Trombe wall space) and © on the results were 

observed. Comparisons between these results are made;

Heat Transfer Hesul_ts

In this section the heat transfer results for each 

particular geometry are discussed separately for both the 

Trombe wall (L.H.S.) space and living (R.H.S.) space. The 

following correlations were made by using least squares 

curve fitting methods for both spaces.
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Nu0 =C1 (Rag)C2(0)C3 

,Nu0 =C1 (RaH )C2(©)C3(A)c4
The dim ens iotll e s s parameters range available in the present 
experiment are listed in Table I. for the L.H.S. space and 

R.H.S. space .

TABLE I. RANGE OF DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS

Dimensionles s 
Parameters

Minimum Maximum

L.H.S. SPACE

nuH 55.2 118.6
Gr0 8.9 x IO5 3,4. x IO7

RflH 2.5 x l O 8 6.00 x IO9

e 0.512 1.027
Pr 177.8 279.4
A 1 2 48

R.H.S. SPACE

Nu0 25.1 8 8 . 2

Gr0 8.9 x IO5 2.5 x IO7

Ra0 2.5 x IO8
05.2 X l(r

6 .512 1.027
Pr 206.9 279.9
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The following equations are the recommended heat transfer 
correlations for each geometry. In every equation the 

average percent deviation of the correlation is presented. 

The deviation is defined as

jData value - Equation value]
. Deviation at a point = — — ----;---------------- ;-------

Data value
j Sum of individual deviations]

Average deviation = .. . ... ... —  ... ....... .
Number of data points

1. One inch Trombe wall space length geometry (Lg =2.54cm)
The recommended equation for the L.H.S. space is

Nuh =IO. 3498 (Ran) 0e09419Ce)"'* 44965 (17)
with an average percent deviation of 2.66 %.

For the R.H.S. space, the recommended equation is
NuHS=4.4341(RaH ) ei3 IO5 (O)I.36852 ( 18)

with an average percent deviation of 5.73 %.

2. Half inch Trombe wall space length geometry ( = 1 . 2 7cm) 
The recommended equation for the L.H.S. space is

Nuh =I.7 2 1 (Ra0)•* 8251(@ .29255 (19)

with an average percent deviation of 2.44 %.

For the R.H.S. space» the recommended equation is

Nu0=4.895O(Ra0)*13364(©)le8882 (20)
with an average percent deviation of 6.73 %.

3. Quarter inch Trombe wall space length geometry 

(1*3 =0.63 cm)
The recommended equation for the L.H.S. space is

Nu0=3.60(Ra0 )e14042(6)-*33962 (21)
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with an average percent deviation of 4.41 %.
For the R.H.S. space, the recommended equation is

Nu h=I . 829(RaH ) ’ 1 Ir0 3 (̂Gl) 1 • 0 8 1 4  (22)
with an average percent deviation of 5.24%.

In order to examine the geometry effects on heat 

transfer ‘results, two equations which are correlated 
with three parameters are presented as follows:

1. The correlation for the L.H.S. space is

NuH=5.5174(RaH)‘135102(®)~‘332677(A)™‘0727977 (23)
with an average percent deviation of 5.58%.

2. The correlation for the R.H.S. space is

Nu h = I. 994 8 (RaH ) 6 3  7 2 4  (6 ) iM  9 1 9 5  (A) * 0 4 2 5 2 5 7  (24)
with an average percent deviation of 8.13%.

Discussion of Heat Transfer Re

Observing the geometry effects on the heat transfer 

results should provide basic information for determining 

the optimum Trombe wall position. But in the present 

experiment, most of the data are taken in the condition of 

a nonisothermaI Trombe wall (0 *1 .0 ). As a result, not only 

the geometry, but also 0  should be considered to be factors 

that may effect the determination of the optimum geometry. 

For this sake, the following discussions pay much attention 

to both the geometry and @ effects on heat transfer.

The term ' one inch geometry' represents the one inch 

Trombe wall space length geometry, half inch geometry
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- One inch geometry
- Half inch geometry

--Quarter inch geometry

Figure 6 . Geometry effect on Nusselt Number 
L.H.S. space, 9 = 1.0

— One inch geometry

— Half inch geometry

—  Quarter inch geometry

Figure 7. Geometry effect on Nusselt Number 

L.H.S. space, 6  = 0.8
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Figure 8 . Geometry effect on Nusselt Number 

L . H .S. space, 6  = 0.6

One inch geometry 
Half inch geometry 

Quarter inch geometry

Figure 9. Geometry effect on Nusselt Number 
R.H.S. space, 6  = 1.0
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Figure 10. Geometry effect on Nusselt Number 

R.H.S. space, 0 = 0.8

One inch geometry 

Half inch geometry 

Quarter inch geometry
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Figure 11. Geometry effect on Nusselt Number
= 0.6R.H.S. space, 9
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represents the half inch Trombe wall space length geometry, 
and so on.

Again, the discussions are separated into L.H.S. space

and R.H.S. space. Figure 6 through Figure 8 demonstrate

the L.H.S. heat transfer results of three geometries with

specific ® values. Figure 6 shows the L.H.S. heat transfer

results of three geometries with an isothermal Trombe wall

(0=1.0). In this case, the half inch geometry appears to

give the highest heat transfer rate and the quarter inch

geometry shows the lowest. Figure 7 and Figure 8

demonstrate the geometry effects on the L.H.S. heat

transfer rate within a nonisothermal Trombe wall test case
9(0 = 0.8 ,0 = 0.6 ). Figure 8 shows that when Rag > IrlO the

half inch geometry appears to give higher heat transfer

rate than that of one inch geometry. When Rag < IslO , the

one inch geometry, is higher than the half inch geometry in

heat transfer rate. For any value of Rag, the quarter inch

always has the lowest heat transfer rate. With further

decrease in 0  (0 =0 .6 ), the heat transfer correlations of

one inch geometry and half inch geometry cross at Rag = 
91.5x10 . Above this critical Rayleigh number, half inch 

geometry gives higher heat transfer than that of one inch 

geometry. In this test case, the quarter inch geometry 

heat transfer rate still remains at the lowest level.

For the R.H.S. space, the same figures as above are 

made, and shown in Figure 9 through Figure 11. Figure 9



shows the heat transfer of three different geometries with 

0=1.0. The results appear to he similiar to that of the 

L.H.S. with the half inch geometry having the highest heat 

transfer rate and quarter inch geometry having the lowest 

rate. When 0 is decreased to 0.8» the heat transfer rates 

of the three geometries are very close to each other, but 
the half inch geometry heat transfer rate still appears 

slightly higher than that of the other two geometries. The 

quarter inch geometry heat transfer rate in this case 

exceeds the one inch geometry when Rag > 1.5x10 . With a 

further decrease in 6  to 0 .6 , there is a pronounced change 

of order between these heat transfer rates. Quarter inch 

geometry became the highest, and half inch geometry shows 

the lowest heat transfer.

For all the L.H.S. or R.H.S. space heat transfer data 

combined, two simple correlations are Eq. 23 and Eq. 24. 

Figure 12 shows the plot of all the L.H.S. heat transfer 

results compared with Eq. 23. It shows that a

correlation of the form of Eq. 23 does not eliminate 

systematic aspect ratio effects. This was to be expected, 

since the intermediate aspect ratio (corresponeding to the 

half inch geometry) usually results in the highest heat 

transfer rate. Figure 13 demonstrates the R.H.S. heat 

transfer results of the three geometries. This plot does 

not show a systematic difference between the three 

geometries.



— Half inch geometry

— One inch geometry

— Quarter inch geometry
. 072798.332685 .5 1 7 4(6 )"

Figure 1 2 . Heat transfer correlation for all the L.H.S. 
data combined.
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Figure 13. Heat transfer correlation for all the R.H.S.

data combined.
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From all the results above, several conclusions 

can be made:
1. In the L.H.S. space, the half inch geometry appears

to give the highest heat transfer rate, especially
9in the high Rayleigh number range (Ra# > 1.5x10 ).

2. In the Iov © and Iov Rayleigh number range,the L.H.S. 

space heat transfer rates of one inch geometry tend 

to be higher than that of the half inch geometry.

3. In the L.H.S. space, the quarter inch geometry appears 

to give the lowest heat transfer rate for any Rayleigh 

number and @ value which are in the present experi

mental range.

4. For the R.H.S. space, the half inch geometry shows 

the highest heat transfer rate when © > 0.8. Below 

this @ value the quarter inch geometry heat transfer 

rate increases rapidly as © decreases. The half inch 

geometry heat transfer rate decreases as © decreases. 

As a result. Figure 11 shows that the quarter inch 

geometry has a higher heat transfer rate than the other 

two geometries.

Comparison With S§sai&&

A comparison with Lin's heat transfer results is 

presented. This comparison is made in an identical test 

case to Lin's experiment, that is one inch Trombe wall 

space length with one inch duct gaps. Before making the



comparison, it should be pointed out that the data taken 
by Lin are from an isothermal Tromb e wall test case and 

most of the present data are taken from a nonisothermal 

Trombe wall case. As a result the comparison must be made 

at 6 = 1 .0 , so that these two sets of data are comparable. 
Figure 14 shows the present L.H.S. heat transfer data 

compared with Lin's L.H.S. space correlation. Figure IS 
demonstrates the R.H.S. space comparison. Both figures 

show a good agreement between these two experiments.

Temperature Di s t_r_i_buJ;_i_on_s_

The midplane temperature profiles of the living space 

and Trombe wall space are plotted as dimensionless 

temperature T0, which is defined by equation 13. The 

dimensionless positions (X0 pY0) are. defined by equations 

14.

There are several common features of the temperature 

profiles in Figures 16 through Figure 20. In the living 

space, the temperature gradients are concentrated in 

thermal boundary layers which are adjacent to the hot 

Trombe wall surface and the cool surrounding surfaces. 
Between these layers, a core with a vertical temperature 

gradient results in temperatures which are nearly constant 

along the horizontal direction. This vertical temperature 

gradient can be explained as the effect of a stable 

central stagnant region in which conduction dominates
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Figure 14. Comparison of present data with Lin
in L.H.S. space
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the heat traasfes? . rat©. Ia the Trombe wall space, since 
the space is so narrow ( aspect ratio _> 12 ) thermal 

boundary layer thickness becomes large relative to the 

space length, so that the two thermal boundary layers meet 
in the space. This results in convective heat transfer 

dominance in the central part of the space, and causes the 
temperature profiles to curve throughout the space. These 

curved profiles appear to be siailiar to the profile 

described by Eckert and Carlson <5> - in the transition 

regime.

For observing the ( 0r © ) effect on the 

dimensionless temperature profiles, the values of ATg and 
Rayleigh number in the Trombe wall space are kept constant. 

A oomporsion is made .for the one inch geometry, and the 

result is shown in Figure 16.

As is evident in Figure 16, the dimensionless 

temperature increases both in the Trombe wall space and in 

the living space as T ^ 2  increases ( © increases). The 
increase of dimensionless temperature in the living space 

seems natural, bee aus e the temperature difference between 

the Trombe wall and cool surrounding surface increases, 

causing an increase of heat transfer rate in the living 

space and an increase in the average temperature.

The dimensionless temperature . profiles also increase 

in the Trombe wall space as T^ ̂ ® ̂ increases. This 
phenomena could be explained by a reduced flow rate in the
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Figure 1 6 . Comparison of temperature profiles of

different 6
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Trombe wall space in a high ® case compared to the flow 
rate in a low © case. High © means high temperature near 

the Trombe wall in the living space, a ad high temperature 

decreases the fluid density. As a result, for a high © 
case, the fluid density difference near the Troobe wall in 

the two spaces is reduced, and this may result in the 

decrease of buoyant driven rate in the Trombe wall space. 

With the low flow rate, a longer residence time for the 

fluid in the Troabe wall space will increase the Trombe 

wall space fluid temperature as well as- the thermal 
stratification.

From the result above, the temperature in the Trombe 

wall space can be effected by changing Twj (changing 8) and 
this effect is pronounced. In order to check if increasing 

T w  ̂ (increasing 0 ) has the same effect on the 

dimensionless temperature in the living space and Trombe 
wall space, a comparison is made in the same geometry.

Since the AT2 and Rayleigh number in the living space were 
at approximately the same values for two cases tested, the 

dimensionless temperature is then redefined as

- <Tlocal-TC>/<Tt>2-Tc> <25)
In this way, the R.M.S. Trombe wall dimensionless

temperature T 0*9 is kept at unity on the living space side 

of the Trombe wall. The L.H.S. Trombe wall dimensionless 

temperature T00 (@‘) is greater than or equal to one 

(0 =ATgZATg). The results of this comparison are shown in
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Figure 17. It IaSieates that iacreasiag Tw  ̂ (iacreasing 
S') also increases the dimensionless' temperature in b.oth 
spaces. With all these results togther, it is concluded 

that the temperature levels both in the living space and in 

the Trombe wall space could be increased by increasing 

either the temperature of the L.H.S. Trombe vail (T^) or 

B.H.S. Trombe vail Moreover, the some results as 
above vere repeated in the quarter inch and the one inch 

Trombe vail space geometries.

The following two figures present the comparison of 

dimensionless temperature profiles of three different 

geometries, mad© at approximately constant Rayleigh number 

and ® values. Figure 18 shows the comparison at small ® 

values (®=0.54), and Figure 19 shows the comparison at 

large 6 values (@=0.84). Figure 18 does not show a 

significant dimensionless temperature profiles differences 

between the three geometries. But the half inch geometry 

appears to result in slightly higher temperatures in the 

living space at Y** = 0.33 and Y6=O.75. The profiles of one 
inch geometry and quarter inch geometry are very nearly 

identical. In Figure 19, the results again show that the 

half inch geometry temperature profiles in the living space 

at two levels (Y6 = O.08* Y0-=O.33) are higher than that of 

other geometries. Moreover, the profiles differences are 

more pronounced than figure 18. The enhanced temperature 

levels in the half inch geometry coincide with the enhanced
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heat transfer results for that geometry. As shown in 
Figures 6 through 11, the half inch geometry generally has 

the highest heat transfer rate for large Rayleigh numbers, 

and this high heat transfer rate would be expect to result 

in tho increase of the fluid temperature profiles.

From the above comparisons, it is concluded that the 
one inch geometry (A = 12) and quarter inch geometry (A=48) 

form the lower and upper bounds for the optimal geometry. 

The half inch geometry (A=24) yielded heat transfer results 

and temperature levels that were superior to the results 
for the two bounding cases.

A comparison of Temperature profiles for two different 

boundary condition cases ( with or without insulation on 

the top ceiling ) is shown in Figure 20. This comparison 

is made at approximately a constant temperature difference 

and Rayleigh number. As expected, the results show that 

the case with insulation on the ceiling has a higher 

dimensionless temperature than the case without insulation. 

The increase of dimensionless temperature is due to the 
decrease in the heat loss from the top. And this, in turn, 

increases in the thermal stratification in the living 

space, as indicated by the profiles along Y0=O.01 and 

Y0=O.08 in the living space. The strong stratification is 

probably the result of a circulation cell in the upper part 

of the living space which traps most of the high 

temperature flow there. This circulation cell is shown to
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exist ia the l&vifflg sjsaeo by the flow v'i sna I is a t ioae a ad it 
is shown ia Fignse 21 and disenssed in detail in the next 

.section.

Elfiy Egttesn ©©soiigtioa
This section gives detailed descriptions of each flow 

pattern which is observed in the living space and Trombe 
wall space for three different geometries. These 

descriptions are supported by photographs and skefcchs.

Before discussing the geometry and temperature effects 

on the fluid flow pattern, there is a general pattern that 

should be described, because all of the flow patterns 

observed in the present study follow this, general form:

I. A clockwise circulation stream following the geometry of 

the living space. It starts from the upper gap and flows 

back to the Trombe wall space by way of the bottom 

gap. This stream is labelled A.

'2. A clockwise circulation cell, labelled B,. on the upper- 

part of the living space. This cell was form mostly by 

stream C and partly of stream A. . Stream C is shown in 

Figure 21.

3. A horizontal stream D starting from the cool surrounding 

wall passes through the living space, then turns around 

at .a.' small distance from the Trombe wall, and disperses 

to the stagnant region. It should be pointed out that 

the velocity of this stream in comparison with streams A
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a a d ' C is v © s? y I o w 0 a ad its flow motion can b& 
photographed when the shatter .is open for 20 seconds, 

compared to the 3 seconds require to photograph A and C.
4. An eddey labelled E which is found below cell B. This 

eddey is formed by part of stream C.

5. The central part of the living space consists of a'

nearly stagnant region in which no flow pattern could 

be observed. A sketch of this general pattern is shown 

in Figure 21.

The fluid flow patterns of specific geometries follow:

I. One inch Trombe wall space geometry

Figure 21 shows the flow pattern of an isothermal 

Trombe wall ( ©=1.0 ) in this geometry. Figure 22 shows 

the same geometry with a noaisothermal Trombe wall (6=0.84) 

These two figures are made for the same ATg and Rayleigh 
number in the Trotabe. wall space, and the only difference is 

the change of T^%» Two differences between the patterns 

are found. One is that the size of the circulation cell B

is slightly decreased in the ease of low ® ) and 
the other is that the stream line D is lowered. From the 

results above, it is reasonable to conclude that the flow 

pattern cian be. changed by changing T ^ ,  but that this is a 
slight change. The pattern in the Trombe- wall space is 

shown in Figure 24. This pattern is approximately the same 

as the pattern in 'a vertical rectangular enclosure, except 

for the regions near the top and bottom gap. Because these



21. Flow pattern of one inch geometry. 0=1.0,

Trombe wall .pace RaH=4.89xl09. Living apace

RaH=4.82xl09



F igure 22. Flow pattern of one inch Trombe wall space

geometry. 9=0.84, Trombe wall space 

R»g=4.85x10^ , Living space Rajj = 4 .21x 10^



Figure 23. Photograph of flow pattern in one inch 

geometry. 0 = 0.84, Trombe wall space

R a Jj = 4.8 5 x I 0 ̂ , Living space Rag =
4.21x10^, Exposure time 22 sec.
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Figure 24. Flow pattern of the Trombe wall space of the 

one inch Trombe wall space geometry.

R*H=3.56x10^.



Figure 25. Photographs of flow pattern in Trombe wall
9space for one inch geometry. Rajj = 3.56x10 

Exposure time 3 sec, 3 sec, 6.5 sec.
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two gaps are opened on the Trombe wall, they provide for 
mass transfer between the Trombe wall space and living 
space. Therefore there is one stream into the Trombe wall 

space from the bottom gap and one stream leaving the space 

from the top gap. In the central part of the space, when 

the Rayleigh number (Rag) is above 3.5x 10®, secondary and 

teriary flow appear in the space, and these flows are the 

same as the flows previously reported by Elder <6> for a 

rectangular enclosure. The flow patterns of Figure 22 and 

Figure 24 are supported by the photographs which are 

presented in Figure 23 and Figure 25.

2. Half inch Trombe wall space geometry

Figure 26 shows the living space fluid flow pattern
Qphotograph of this geometry with 9 = 0.86 and Rag = 4.17x10 . 

Comparing this pattern with the pattern of one inch 

geometry in Figure 23 and the quarter inch geometry in 

Figure 27 at about the same Rayleigh number and 0 value 

shows no significant difference between these patterns. 

Moreover, none of the flow patterns obtained in the present 

study of three geometries show significant differences.

3. Quarter inch Trombe wall space geometry

This section demonstrates two fluid flow patterns of 

this geometry ijwith different Rayleigh numbers. For the
Qhigher Rayleigh number (4.4x10 ), the flow pattern is as 

shown in Figure 29. For the lower Rayleigh number 

(1.3x10®), the flow pattern is shown in Figure 30 and



Figure 2 6. Photograph s of the upper living space flow pattern 

for the half inch geometry. 9=0.86, Trombe wall 

space Rag=4„53xI0^ , Living space Rag=4.I7xI0^ . 

Exposure time 28 sec.



Figure 27. Photograph of the upper living space flow pattern

for the quarter inch geometry. 9=0.83, Trombe wall 

space Ra jj = 4 .4 9x I 0 ̂ , Living space R a ̂ = 3 . 9 5 x 10 ̂ .
Exposure time 21 sec.



Figure 28. Photograph of the upper living space flow pattern 

for quarter inch geometry. 0=0.98, Trombe 

wall space Rag = 4 .42x10^, Living space 

Rag=4.24x10^. Exposure time 30 sec.



Figure 29. Flow pattern of quarter inch Trombe wall apace 
geometry. 6=0.98, Trombe wall space 

R&H=4.42ilO*, Living space Rag=4.24rl0*.



Figure 30. Flow pattern of quarter inch Troebe wall space 

geometry. 0=0.96, Trombe wall space 

Rag=I.26x10^, Living space Rag=9.55x10®.
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Figure 31. Photograph of the upper living space flow pattern

for quarter inch geometry. 0=0.96, Trombe

wall space Rag=I.26x10^, Living space

RaH = P.55xl08 . Exposure time 22 sec.



supported by photograph Figure 31. As is apparent in 

Figure 30, the circulation cell B is substantially 

decreased in comparison to the higher Rayleigh number case, 

and the shape of the stream line D also changes.

The flow patterns presented above were obtained using 

a silicone oil as the working fluid, with Prandt I numbers 

between 178 and 280. These high Prandtl numbers result in 

velocity boundary layers that are much thicker than the 

thermal boundary layers. Yet, in a solar house, air is the 

working fluid, and air has a much smaller PrandtI number 

(Pr=0.7). In this case, the velocity boundary layers are no 

longer thicker than the thermal boundary layers, and that 

may result in the flow patterns different from above. 

However, the differences would not expected to be very 

pronounced, and we may expect that these flow patterns are 

still very similar to the solar house flow patterns. In 

addition, it is expected that the relative values of heat 

transfer for the various geometries would be substantially

the same.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Buoyancy driven convective heat transfer from a 
nonisothermal Tromhe wall to the Trombe wall space and 

living space of a I/18th scale Troabe wall type solar house 

has been measured. Dimensionless temperature profiles and 

fluid flow patterns through the central plane of .the 

enclosure have also been observed. Three geometries 

(different Trombe wall space lengths Lg) and various ® 
values were used to test the effect of Trombe wall space 

length on heat transfer and temperature profiles. It is 

found that one half inch from the double glazing is the 

best position to locate the Trombe wall for the present 

test apparatus. This corresponds to an aspect ratio of. 24 

in the Tfombe wall space. The choice of this optimum 

position is based on the following:

1. In the Trombe wall space and in the living space, the 

half inch geometry appears to give the highest 

heat transfer rate, especially in the high Rayleigh 

number and high © value cases.

2. The dimensionless temperature profiles in the living 

space for the three geometries which were made

at approximately the same Rayleigh number and 0 value
/
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shox?s that th© half iaeh geometry has the highest 
dimensionless temperature.

Moreover, other results which are useful for thermal

control of a Trombe wall type solar house are as follows:

(1) For a low © value case, the quarter inch geometry 

appears to give the highest heat transfer rate in 

the living space.

(2) In the Trombe wall space, the one inch geometry heat 
transfer rate tends to be higher than that of the 

half inch geometry in the low Rayleigh number range.

(3) The dimensionless temperature both in the Trombe wall 

space and in the living space can be incresaed 

by increasing either the temperature of the L.H.S. 

Trombe wall (Tw l ) 0r the R.H.S. Trombe Wall(Tw 2 ) 
for every geometry.

(4) Adding insulation on the top of the enclosure to 

provide a nearly adiabatic horizontal surface 

condition will increase the thermal strification in 

both the Trombe wall . space.and living space. But the 

flow pattern was not significantly changed by changing 

the boundary condition.

(5) The fluid flow patterns were not significantly altered

by changing the geometry or Some pinor changes in

the flow pattern resulted from the different Rayleigh 

numbers used.

(6) The recommended heat transfer correlation for the
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half- inch geometry .ia the liviag-space is 

NmH=4.8950 (EaE )'-13 3 64W 1*8882-
f - .

where 2.5sl08< Has <5.2b 109, 0.512< 9 <1.027, and
in the Trombe wall space is

Nuh =I.721(KaH)•1 8 2 5 1 (@)-.29255

where 2.5sl08< RaH <6.OOzlO9, 0.512< © <1.027.
Due to the apparatus and working fluid used, the 

Rayleigh number range tested in the present study is only 

part of the Rayleigh number range of a full-scale solar 

house. Roweyer-, the. tested Rayleigh number range could be 

extended by using other fluids as working media. Finally, 

it should be pointed out again that due to the present

Prandtl number being different from the air Prandtl number,
/

the magnitude of the Nusselt number obtained in this study 

may not be accurate for direct application to a full-scale 

solar house. However, the present results are helpful in 

giving a better understanding to the Trombe wall type solar 

house and in planning a full-scale solar house experiment.
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APPENDIX. A
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HEAT TRANSFER DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM

DIMENSION PTC 3),DTK(3),TEMPIj00),TK(IO),TM(IQ),HLOSS(3)
DIMENSION TH (3 ) ,TC ( t)

, DIMENSION PR(3),G R(3) z R A(3) , O TOT AL( 3),Z Z NUS(3)
DIMENSION AL (2 ) ,3L ( 3 ) , T A VG I ( 3 ) , T AVGO (3 ) , OiIM ( I O ) ,TO ( 8 ) ,OCONV ( 3 ) 
GL=I8.00

102 FORMAT(IX,FA.2)
66 FORMAT(' TROMOE WALL POSITION AT ',F4.2,' IN ’)

READ (I O (, 38) AL(I)
OUTPUT ' '•
READ(I 05 , 1 02 ) DG 

33 FORMAT(I XzF3.I)
WRI TE( 108,66 ) AL(I)
WRITEC103,103) DG

I 03 FORMAT ( ' **TR0M9E WALL DUCT GAPES = ‘ , 1 X , F 4.. 2 , ' IN ' )
AL(2)=GL-AL(I)-I.OO 
CALL TAV(TEMP,TB,TM)
OUTPUT 'AVERAGE TEMPERATURE '
WRITECI Cdzl I 3) (TM(I) ,1 = 1,8)

113 FORMAT(2X,F7.3)
tm(9)=o..o;tii(10)=o.o
QTOT=O-U
OUTPUT ' HEAT TAPE VOLTAGE CURRENT(A) POWER '
DO 43 NI=IzIO
TKCNI ) = (TM(NI)+459.69 )/ 1-8 
TK(9)=0.O;TK(TO)=O.0'
READ(105,333) EMFzVOL 

333 FORMAT(I X,F5.1 ,1XzF6.4)
OHM(NI)=1.0.
CURNT=VOLZOHM(NI)

111 F0RMAT(ZXzI2z7XzF5.1,4XzF6.4z4X,'A',F7.3)
POWE P = EM F *CU RNT
WRI TE(103,111) NI,EMF ,CURNT,POWE R 
QT OT = QT OT+POWER 
I F(N I . EQ . 5 ) THEN 
OTOTAL(I)=QrOT*3.414 '
QTOT=O-O 
'.ELSE 
EN D IF

43 CONTINUE
QTOTAL(2)=QTOT*3.414 
QTOTALC 3)=QT0TAL( I ) I-Q I0TAL(2)
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OUTPUT ' LHS INPUT RHS INPUT TOTAL INPUT'
WRITE(108,I I 2) (QTOTALd ),I = 1,3)

112 F0RMAT(2X,F7.3#6X,F7„3,6X,F7.3)
OUTPUT ' •
OUTPUT ' LHS HEAT FLUX RHS HEATFLUX TOTAL HEAT FLUX'
TE = TBd >-TQ<2>
IF (TE.EQ.O.O) GO TO 1000 
IF(TE.LT.O.O) GO TO 1002 
PRHS = 3.5 661 77 *(TE**1,0074106)
PRHS T = PRHS (-QTOTAL (2)
PLHS=QTOTAL(I)-PRHS 
GO TO 1001

1000 PRHST=QTOTAL(2>;PLHS=QTOTAL(I)
GO TO 1001 

1002 TE=ABS(TE)PRHS=3.566177*(TE**1.0074106)
PRHST=QTOTAL(2)-PRHS 
PLHS=QTOTAL(I)+PRHS

'1001 WRITE(108,114) PLHS,P RH ST,QTOTAL(3)
114 F0RMAT(2X,F7,.3,8X,F7»3,8X,F7„3>

OUTPUT ' '
OUTPUT ' ** AVERAGE TROMBE WALL TEMP (R) *•**
OUTPUT ' LEFT-HAND SIDE RIGHT HAND SIDE OVERALL'
TAVGI(I)=TB(I)FTAVGO(I)=TB(S)
TAVGI(2)=TB(2)FTAVGO(2)=(T8(3)+TB(4)+TB(6)+TB(7))/4.0 
TAVGI (3) = (T AV G K D +TA VG I (2))/ 2.O 
TAVGO(S)=(TAVGO(I)+4,0*TAVGO(2))/5.0 
DO 888 MM=I#3 
TH(MM)=TAVGI(MM)/1.8 
TC (MM) = TAVGO(MM)/!.8 

888 CONTINUE
. WRITE(103,222) (TH(I),1=1,3)
OUTPUT * ** ITS AVERAGE SURROUNDING COLLED WALL TEMP (K) **1

: WRITE(I CS,222) (TC(I),1 = 1,3)
OUTPUT ' 1

222 FORMAT(MX,3(F7.3,I I X))C ******** THIS IS NO GAPE,ONE INCH GAPE CHOICE ****
BL(I)=I2.0OUTPUT 'I BL DT (K) NUSSULT NO. PRANDTL NO. GROSHOF
* RALEI GHT N.0» '
. DO 7 M = 1,2 
I F (M.EQ.2) THEN
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OUTPUT f LHS CAVITY TEMP BASE ON AVERAGE COLLED WALL TEMP
T AVGO( I > =(TB< 3)+TBU> ̂ TB(S) *1 B< 7))/4„0
ELSE
END IF
DO 5 J=I,2HA=1_0
DO 6 1=1,3

C ****** TEMP DIFFERENCE OF (F)
DT(I)=TAVGI(I)-TAVGO(I)
DO 38 11=1/3 
DTT=TAVGI(II)-TAVGO(II)

C ****** TEMP DIFFERENCE OF (K)
DTKdJ ) = DTT/1 „8 

38 CONTINUE
I F(DG.EQ.O,00) THEN .
HLOSS(I)=Oo 
HL0SS(2)=0.
ELSE
HLOSS (1 )=,.3707*(0T (I ) **.9986) »1. OO 
HLOSS(E)=.3249*(DT(2)**1.0378)*1.00 
END IF
HLOSS(3)=HLOSS(I)+HLOSS(2)
HLOSS (3)=HL0SS(I)+HLOSS(2)
QCONV(I)=PLHS-HLOSS(I)
QCONV(2)=PRHST-HLOSS(2)
QC0NV(3)=QT0TAL(3)-HL0SS(3)

C ****** AL(I)=TROMBe WALL SPACE/AL (E) = LIVING SPACE L
C LENGTH=I8-1-AL(I) ************

IF(IoEQ11I) BL(E)=AL(I)
IFd.EQ. 2) BL (2) =AL (2); DT (E) = DTK (T) *1.8.
I F( I .EQo 3) BL(2)=AL(I);HA=2.0*HA 
H--QCONV (I )/(DTK(I ) *1»8*HA)
TAVG=(TAVGId)+TAVGO(I))/2.0 
V IS = U(TAVG)
SH=CP(TAVG)
C ONO = CON(TAVG)
DEN=RHO(TAVG)
BET=BETA(TAVG)
PR( I )=VIS*SH/CONDGRd) = 32.174*BET*DT(I)*((BL(J)/12.0)**3) 
1*DEN*DEN*3600*3600/(VIS*VIS) .
Z 7. MU'S.( I < =H*:B L(J)/ ('CON D * I 2 .'O )
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RA(I)=GR(I)*PR<I)
WRI TE( 108,233) I,BL(J),DT(I),ZZNUS(I),PR(I),GR(I),RA(I)

233 FORMAT(1X,I1,2X,FS.2,2X,F7.3,2X,F10.3,3X,F10.3,4X,2(E10.5,4X))
6 CONTINUE 
5 CONTINUE
7 CONTINUE
TCd ) = TAVGO (I ) /1».8 
WRITE(108,999) TC(I)

999 FORMAT ( I X, 11 **LHS AVERAGE COLL WALL TEMP=',F7.3,'K')
OUTPUT ' I QTOTAL QCONV HLOSS(WATT) PERCENT LOSS'
DO 8 1=1,3
QTOTAL(I)=QTOTAL(1)73.41AIQCONV(I)=QCONV(I)/3.414 
HLOSS(I)=HLOSS(I)/3.414 
HPc=HLOSS(I)/QTOTAL(I)*1OO
WRITE( 108,232) !,QTOTAL(I),QCONV(I),HLOSS(I),HPC .

232 FORMAT(2X,I1,3(2X,F8.3),10X,F5.2)
8 CONTINUE 
END
FUNCTION U(T) -
V=.03875*(4.6*10665)7(T-359.69)»*1.912 
C1=52.754684 
C2=.045437533 
C3=5.I 832336/( 10***5)
RHO=CI+(C2-C3*T)*T 
U=RHO*.949*V 
RETURN 
END

FUNCTION CP(T) 
TP=5.*(T-491.69)79. 
Cl=.3448334 
C2=7.74997(10.**5)
C3=4.I67/(10.**8)
CP = CI + (C 2+C3*TP)*TP 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 
C 
C



FUNCTION CON(T) 
CON=.00034/.004134 
RETURN 
END .

FUNCTION RHO(T)
C1=52.754684
C2=.045437533
C3= 5.1 832336/(10***5)
RH0=..949*(CH-(C2-C3*T)6T)
RETURN
END

FUNCTION SETA(T)
BETA=.00107/1*8
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TAV(T£MP,TB,TM)
DIMENSION TEMP(300)/TB(8),TM(8)#TT(300)
READ(105,88) LW 

88 FORMATd X,13)
WRITEC108,100)

100 FORMAT(28X,6 DATA POINTS RE ADING(MV) TEMP(R) TFMP(F) ') 
NC = O

99 FORMATd X,F5.3)
17 READ(105,99) VOLT 

NC = NC-M
I F (NC. EQ.1 ) OUTPUT ' LEFT HAND SIDE TROMBE WALL • 
IF(NC.EQ.II) OUTPUT ' RIGHT HAND SIDE TROMBE WALL ' 
■IF(NC.EQ.21) THEN 
OUTPUT V 6» . ENCLOSURE SURFACE .** 6 
OUTPUT 1 FRONT '
ELSE 
END IF
I F C NC» EO..26) OUTPUT ' . REAR'
. IF (NC.EQ .31 ) OUTPUT'' LEFT'
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I F ( NC-. EO . 36 ) OUTPUT 1 RIGHT'
IFtNCo EQ-.Al > OUTPUT « TOP e
I F(NC.EQ.A6) OUTPUT ' BOTTOM8
TEM=T(VOLT)
TEMP(NC)=TEM 
TT(NC)=TEMP(NC)-459o69 

11 WRI TE(108,101) NC,VOLT,TEMP(NC),TT(NC) 
101 FORMAT(32X,I3,7X,F6.3,6X,F6o2,3X,F6.2)DO 13 N=I,8

GO TO (1>2,3,A,5,6,7,8) N
1 I=IIL=IO 

GO TO 15
2 i=ii;l=20

GO TO 15
3 I=2i;L=25 

GO TO 15
A 1=26)L=30 

GO TO 15
5 1=31)L=35 

GO TO 15
6 I=36)L=AO 

GO TO 15
7 I = ADL = AS 

GO TO 15
8 I=A6)L=47.
15 TA = CUO

DO 12 J=I,L12 T A = T A + TEMP(J )
TB(N)=TA/(L-I+1)
TM(N)=TB (N.)-A59„69

13 CONTINUE -
. I F(NC0NE-LW) GO TO 17 
RETURN 
END
FUNCTION T(E)
DIMENSION C(8)
Cd )=A91,96562 C(2)=46.381884 
C(S)=-I .391886A 
C(4) = .I 5 260798 
C(5)=-.020201612 
C(6)=.0016456956



C < 7) =-6.6287090/(10.* *5>' 
C(8)=1.0241343/(10.**6)

' TOT =O.
DO 10 1=1,8

10 TOT=TOTtC(I)*(E**(I-I))
T = TOT 
RETURN 

60 END



DIMENSION X(5,80),C(5),S(80,80),ANP(GO)
DIMENSION V(64),Y(64),W(64),Z(64)

10 FORMAT(3F10.4,E7*2)
DO 15 1=1,64 . . .
READ(105,10) Y(I),Z(I),W(I),V(I)

WRITE »,T(I),2(1),W(I),V(Z)
'15 CONTINUE 

N0B=64 
NV = 4
DO 20 1=1,64
X(NV.+ 1,I) = AL0G10(Y(I ))
X(1,I)=1.
X(2,I )-'AL0G10(V(I ))
X(3,I)=AL0G10(Z(D)
X(4,I).= AL0G10(W<I))

• ■ 20 CONTINUE .
CALL C U R F T (NV,NOB,X,C)
CALL ERROR(NV,NOB,X,C,SSQ)
END
SUBROUTINE CURFT(NV,NOB,X,C)
DIMENSION X(5,80),C(5),S(80,80)

DOUBLE PRECISION S,D
C~ ' LEAST SQUARES - NV INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
C Y=XCNV+1,1) - NOB= NO. OF OBSERVATIONS
C C(I)=COEFFICIENT OF X(I) ’ ''

'. M = NV +1 '
MP = M + 1

' DO I 1=1,M.
DO 1 J=I,MP

1 S ( D J ) = O .  DO
00 2 I=DNOB • .
DO 2 J=I,M- 
DO.2 K=I,M

2 S(J,K)=S(J,K)+X(J,I)*X(K#I)
. S (DMP) = DDO
IF-(NV-I) 997,997,998

997 S (DI)=S (I,2)/S(DI) '
GO TO 999 •

998 DO 16 -LK = D N V
11 IF (S(DD) 13,12,13
12 WRITE (108,20)
20 FORMAT C  EQUATIONS IN -SUBROUTINE CURFT ARE DEPENDENT - IGNORE F<
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I L O W I NC ERROR ANALYSIS')
DO 30 I I I =1 ,NV

30 C(III)=O.
GO TO 31

13 DO 14 J=1,M 
I 4 S(H/J)=S(I#J +1)/S(I/ I )

DO 15 I=2,NV 
D=S(I,1)
DO 15 j=1,M

15 S( I-I f J ) =S( If J+.1 )-D*S(Mf J)
DO 16 J=IfM

16 S(NVfJ)=S(MfJ)
999 DO 3 I=IfNV

C(I)=S(IfI)
3 WRITE (I0 8 f 4 ) IfC(I)
4 FORMAT C  'fIO X f 'COEFFICIENT OF X ',I 2,' = ',E15.8)

31 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE E R R O R (NVfNOBf Xf Cf SSQ)
DIMENSION X(5f80)fC(5)fS(80f80)fANP(SO)
DOUBLE PRECISION YCfTSfTE 

C ERROR ANALYSIS —  NOB OBSERVATIONS
C "  Y = X(NVi-IfI) -  SSQ = STANDARD DEVIATION 
C C(I) - CONSTANTS
C WRITTEN BY R . E. POWE - MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

M = NV-H .
TS = O.. DO 
TE = GLDO 
EMX=O..
DO 5 I=If5

5 ANP(I)=O..
WRITE (IOSfI)

I FORMAT ( ' O ' f 5 X f'Y EXPER I MEMT AL'fRXf ' Y CALCULATED* f 5Xf 
I 'NUMERICAL ERROR'f5X/* PER CENT ERROR 1)
DO 2 I=IfNOB 
YE=X(MfI)

C ADD EQUATION FOR, YC AT THIS POINT
YC=O.DO

C YC = (10**(C(1)/C<2)>)*((10**(X(2f I)) ) * + C (2))
YC=C(1)+C(2)*X(2fI)+C(3)*X(3fI)+C(4)*X(4fI)
YC=IO**(YC)
YE=10**(YE)
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E=YC-YE 
E P = 1 OO E / YE 

, EPA=ADS(CP)
IF (EPA-EMX) 6,6,7

7 EMX=EPA
6 DO 8 J = 1,5 
ACD = J *5
I F (EPA-ACD) 9,9,8

9 ANP(J)=ANP(J)t1. '
8 CONTINUE
’ TS=TS+E*E 
TE=TEfAOS(EP)

2 WRITE (108/3) YE,YC,E,EP,I
3 FORMAT (AE20»8,I5)
A=NOB
SSQ=CTS/A) **..5 
TE=TEZA
WRITE (108,4) SSQ , TE

4 FORMAT ('O',IOX,'STANDARD DEVIATION=',El5.8,5X,'AVERAGE. PER CENT 
I EVIATION=',El5.3)
WRITE (103,10) EMX \

10 FORMAT < '0',30X,'MAXIMUM PER CENT DEVI A T ION=',E15.8)
DO 11 1=1,5
XNP=ANP(I)
XNP=IOO.*XNP/A 
A C D = I * 5
WRITE (103,12) X N P,A C D

11 CONTINUE12 FORMAT (5X,E15.8,2X,'PER CENT OF DATA W I TH I N',2X,EI 5«8,2X,
I 'PER CENT OF EQUATION')
RETURN 
END '
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APPENDIX B
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PARTIALLY REDUCgD DATA
T^ 2 °............Averag-B temperature of the Trombe

wall spaee side- of the Trombe wall.(F)

2  .............Average temperature of the living.

space side of the Troabe wall.(F) '

Tg.............Average cool wall temperature.(F)

^conv""" .... ileat transfer by natural convection. .
(Btu/hr)

^ t o t a l by D.C. power supply to
the Trombe wall.(Btu/hr)

..... ........Heat transfer by conduction, through

the Troabe wall.(Btu/hr)

Qg omd...... .....Heat loss by conduction from the

Trombe wall edges.(Btu/hr)

AT £..... .........Temperature difference between two

sides of the Trombe wall.

ATg.......... .Temperature difference between living

space side of the Trombe wall and 

cool surroundings.

ATg........... Temperature difference between Trombe

wall space side of the Trombe wall and 

cool surroundings.

DT................Temperature d i f f erence between.

average Trombe wall temperature and 

cool surroundings;
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FOR L.H

FOR R.H

. S. SPACE:
• Q1 = 3.56618 (AT1)1 "00741 

Qcoad = 0.37070 (DT)0 "9986

®eoav ~ otal ~ ®cond
.S. SPACE:

Qcoad = 0.32485 (DT)1"0378 

®ooav = ^total ”  ̂ - ®oioad
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1/2 INCH T R O M B WALL SPACE (L. H. S)

TVrl T« Q C OQV ^total @1 Offldf

60.4544 56.3980 19.1128 24.7958 4.1789 1.5041
61.2115 54.8337 35.0986 46.2950 8.8382 2.3581
64.1574 55.3594 53.5152 69.0774 12.3107- 3.2515 '
66,3726 55.4832 73.8883 95.5334 17 6219 4.0233.
68.4181 54.9377 91.4196 116.6934 20.2948 4.9790
73.1934 ■ 55.9676 124.7191 157.8958 26.8165 - 6.3602
78.7742 57.3675 162.5803 203,9900 . 33.5082 7.9015
85.8268 57.6888 220.5052 272.3711 41.4838 10.3822
92.2089 60.8659 267.5216 328.2358 49.1513 11.5629

102.645 62.1500 360.5694 441.6518 66.1484 14.9340
117.194 64.6241 506.4933 608.4584 82.5849 19.3802
121.573 64.6389 564.1190 675.4669 90.3613 20.9866
67.7739 56.0285 71.9425 92.6091 16.3276 4.3390
68.5914 56.9491 72.9449 92.9099 1-5.6640. : 4.3010

70.4146 57.7431 76.2979 92.8960 11.9174 4.6807
71.8361 58.1026 " 87.6457 98.3593 5.6413 5.0723 .
73.9747 57.6126 94.6701 99.1307 1.5812 6.0418'
82.0274 59.5595 160.6844 195.1644 26.1873 8.2927
84.3091 60'. 0549 167.1550 195.2973 19.1914 Si 9510
87.2815 60.6979 187.1117 206.9924 10.0713 9.8094
93.2208 62.1771 209.6063 218.5993 2.4597 11.4527

95.4087 62.0565 259.8620 305.1809 33.0158 12.3031

99.9337 61.7092 290.2538 321.1785 16.8270 14.0977
105.977 63.6784 312.2115 330.5273 2.7177 15.5981
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129.095 68.8891 506.4761 549.5046 20.8377 22.1908
115.804 65.5608 407.4068 440.1920 14.2617 18.5235
99.9337 61.7092 290.2538 321.1785 16.8270 . 14.0977

1/2 INCH TBOMBE WALL SPACE (R. H. S.) '

T.2 T 0 Qconv ©. total V  ■■ Oeomd
59.2840 56.2628 2.7861 0.0000 4.1789 1.3928
58.7496 55.2170 6.6158 0.0000 8.8321 2.3581
60.7367 55.6321 9.2073 0.0000 12.3107 3.1034
61.4890 55.7218 13.7497 0.0000 . 17.6219 3.8722
62.7995 55.1698 15.4625 0.0000 20.2948 4.8323

65.7845 56.1455 20.5841 0.0000 26.8165 6.2324
69.5317 57.5720 25.6992 0.0000 33.5082 7.8090

74.4024 57.6169 31.1126 0.0000 41.4838 10.3712

78.6973 60.5793 37.5517 ■ 0.0000 49.1513 11.5996
84.4905 61.7655 51.0159 0.0000 66.1484 15.1325

94.5662 64.1291 62.7451 0.0000 82.5849 19.8398
96.8306 63.9408 68.8096 0.0000 90.3613 21.5517
63.2464 56.0375 13.5461 1.4070 16.3276 4.1885

64.2466 56.9693 16.2804 4.7668 15.6640 4.1504
67.1024 57.6937 30.6154 . 23.2297 11.9174 4.5317

70.2595 58.0443 • 65.2716 64.5568 5.6413 , 4.9265
74.4208 57.4395 103.0458 110.5354 1.5812 5.9085

74.7911 59.3218 44.5869 26.6107 26.1873 8/2111
78.9938 59.7524 72.3870 62.0852 19.1914 8.889.6

84.4789 60.3239 142.5350 142.2409 10.0713 9.7772
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93.9124 61.6516 224.5182 238.4626 2.4597 :11.4847
86.3010 61.5622 85.9833 65.3397 33.0158 12.3722
95.2688 61.0695 211.7043 209.1302 16.8270 14.2529
105.213 63.5963 301.6980 314.8129 2.7177 15.8326
123.327 68.7961 391.3343 393.3347 20.8377 22.8382
111.845 65.4562 323.8983 328.5658 14.2617 18.9292
95.2688 61.0695 211.7043 209.1302 • 16.8270 14.2529

ONE INCH TROMBE WALL SPACE ( L . H. S.)

Twl TC Qconv ^total ®1 Q . eond
65.5665 54.3707 73.8332 96.1128 18.1434 4.1362
75.3778 57.7226 132.7639 165.5142 26.2318 6.5185
83.2209 57.6101 199.2068 244.8432 36.1854 9.4509

92.1953 60.7831 257.2744 316.9185 48.0557 11.5885

100.635 60.6751 342.6750 422.4707 65.0586 14.7371

110.322 60.5294 444.8702 543.2388 0.0072 18.3614

118.310 64.7433 487.9878 599.4898 91.7549 19.7470

134.097 65.6048 667.1204 809.2822 116.9212 25.2406

61.8874 54.4704 42.3650 56.6847 11.5780 2.7418

65.0184 54.2832 57.6045 63.3748 I .8040 3.9663

61.8919 50.1270 60.7440 65.4986 0.4084 4.3462

66.3104 57.2305 46.8296 55.7655 5.5803 3.3556

66.5018 57.1471 50.0383 55.8064 2.3112 3.4570

80.7618 60.5810 134.2844 160.0864 18.3524 7.4496

83.6228 60.4042 145.5268 159.9212 $.8251 8.5693

63.5949 55.5252 44.0425 55.6610 8.6357 2.9827
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93.6064 63.1271 209.6513 238.6234 17.7274 11.2448
102.971 66.0743 274.7603 320.3593 31.9900 13.6090
105.489 65.3733 285.5999 320.5518 20.1575 14,7945
116.425 69.1338 362.0858 411.3206 31.7983 17.4365
112.316 66.4493 358.3272 412.7539 37.5160 16.9107
113.810 68.6545 356.3418 412.2827 39.2908 16.-6501
111.183 66.0465 355.2815 411.8361 39.9114 16.6431

ONE INCH TROMBE WALL, SPACE ( R. H. S.)

Tu 2 TC Qconv Ototal Q1 ^cond
60.5394 54.1972 14.1581 0.0000 18.1434 3.9853

68.1292 58.2638 19.8381 0.0000 26.2318 6.3937

73.2456 57.7316 26.7793 0.0000 36.1854 9.4061

78.9753 60.9242 36.4294 0.0000 48.0557 11.6262

82.7780 60.8207 50.1333 0.0000 45.0586 14.9253

88.4053 60.6864- 61.2501 0.0000 80.0072 18.7571

93.1888 65.1313 71.5246 0.0000 91.7549 20,2303

102.142 66.2598 @0.8126 0.0000 116.9212 26.1086

58.6688 54.3216 8.9785 0.0000 11.5780 2.5994

64.5100 54.3261 54.4453 56.4566 1.8040 3.8153

61.7755 50.2313 55.1991 58.9864 0.4084 4.1957

64.7508 57.1428 23.6756 21.3020 5.5803 3.2066

65.8517 56.8525 39.1566 40.1528 2.3111 3.3074

75.6772 59.8601 53.7100 42.7030 18.3524 7.3454

81.9953 60.6306 110.9904 113.6613 5.8251 8.4960

61.1891 55.5002 . 13.4476 - 7.6491 8.6357 2.8372
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toto 6937 62.8902 122.0312 115.5718 17.7274 11.2681

94. 1450 65.7123 128.0953 109.8450 ' 31.9900 13.7397
99. 9090 65.1906 193.4794 188.3077 20.1575 14.9857

107 .650 69.0053 200 i0653 186.0432 31.7983 17.7762

101 .973 66.2535 167.2019 146.9053 37.5160 17.2194

102 .985 68.7392 158.1255 135.7784 39.2908 16.9437

100 .188 65.9933 154.5460 131.5709 39,9114 16.9363

1/4 INCH THOMBE WALL SPACE (L. H„ S.)

Twl Tc ®conv ^fcotal ®1 ’ Q .c one
57.4645 55.5035 2.9991 13.5627 3.5788 0.6471
58.9563 54.7370 17.8680 24.6351 5.2061 1.5609
58.2871 53.8475 26.9206 37.2359 8.6730 1.6423

60.0689 52.4464 42.5637 57.2448 11.8634 2.8176

63.9476 53.7030 60.1215 79.5070 15.6001 3.7853

69.5500 54.3296 82.8628 111. 5704 23.4557 5.2520

72.2607 55.9339 98.2539 132.0533 27.7707 6.0287

75.4131 55.8348 124.5897 164.8478 33.0306 7.2275
80.6432 57.7317 158.5556 206.7496 39.7379 8.4561

18.1386 59.5635 205,2833 264.2202 48.3937 10.5432

94.0127 60.7314 248.2058 ■ 317.0634 56.5806 12.2770

104.001 61.1027 346.8813 436.2192 73.5186 15 .!8193!
119.631 64.6485 478.8474 597.0842 97.9685 20.2683

59.7461 55.0167 20.4404 22.7579 0.5681 1 .7494

66.4573 56.8795 56.5354 ■ 69.5218 9.4471 3.5393

78.1464 58.1004 123.3635 146.5349 15.7715 7.3999
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83.9898 59.4195 135.2966 146.4585 2.0944 9.0675

98.5361 60.8232 246.9999 281.9604 . 21.0512 13.9093
105.770 64.6046 258.8660 282.1632 8,1161 15.1811

106.884 65.2242 262.5497 ■ 282.0565 4.1439 15.3630

113.237 64.0891 393.4413 464.0291 52.4674 18.1203

121.169 66.3417 410.6927 464.3941 33.4904 20.2110
120.854 66.9401 365.3130 392.3995 7.2117 19.8747

127.351 67.2270 500.9294 581.6976 58.6Q75 22.1606

1/4 INCH T R O M B E  WALL, SPACE (R. H . S.)

T w2 ' t C ^conv ®total ®i ®cond

56.4610 55.5035 2.9991 0.0000 3.5788 0.5797

57.5005 54.7056 3.7587 0.0000 5.2061 1.4475

55.8709 53.6940 7.1470 0.0000 8.6730 1.5260

56.7716 52.2520 9.1892 0.0000 11.8634 2.6742

59.6203 53.4592 11.9657 0.0000 15.6001 3.6345

63.0633 54.9737 18.3478 0.0000 23.4557 5.1079

64.5902 55.9992 21.8755 0.0000 27.7707 5.8952

66.3013 55.9542 25.9127 0.0000 33.0306 7.1179

69.6961 57.7249 .31.3584 0.0000 39.7379 8.3794

74.8263 59.7902 37.8553 0.0000 48.3937 10.5384

78.4662 60.9151 44.2356 0.0000 56.5806 12.3450

83.8402 61.1768 57.4527 0.0000 73.5186 16.0659

92.8218 64.7448 77.1829 0.0000 97.9685 20.7856

59.5846 55.0618 16.2544. 17.3158 .5681 1.6295

63.8272 56.9672 24.2018 18.1440 9.4471 3.3893
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73 .7719 58.0645 61.5721 53.0951 15.7715 7.2945
83 .4002 59.3688 134.0849 141.0004 2.0944 9.0099
92. 7097 60.5656 160.0624 153.0663 ■21.0512 14.0550
103 .508 64.3124 236.7652 244.0420 8.1161 15.3929
105 .723 64.8609 256.5005 267.9413 4.1439 15.5846
98. 8134 63.8302 135.0974 101.1312 52.4674 18.5012
Ill .931 65.8540 248.4572 235.6912 33.4904 20.7244
118 .842 66.3099 342.0099 355.1644 7.2117 20.3662
111 .251 66.6039 189.4435 153.6419 58.6075 22.8059
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